
 
 
 

29th July 2020 
 
Dr Michael McBride 
Chief Medical Officer 
Department of Health 
Castle Buildings  
Belfast 
Northern Ireland 
BT4 3SQ 
 
 
Re. Resumption of RQIA inspections of dental practices 
 
Dear Dr McBride 
 
I write following correspondence issued by RQIA to all General Dental Practices on 27th July, 
advising that RQIA will resume its statutory inspection programme from week commencing 
24 August. We understand that you in your capacity as Chief Medical Officer in DoH who 
recently mandated the RQIA to resume their inspection regime, which is also due to include 
General Dental Practices.  
I am writing to you today to ask that Dentistry is exempted from this resumption. 
 
As you are aware, Dentistry is facing unique and extraordinary physical and financial 
pressures due to the pandemic. These pressures are increasing as we try to move back to 
some form of normality. 
We would suggest that now is not the time to add the considerable pressure and disruption 
that an inspection from the RQIA will bring, to a Dental Practice that is already struggling just 
to survive. For some, this may turn out to be the last straw. 
 
According to the RQIA, Dentistry is a low-risk sector with almost universal compliance. In 
Northern Ireland, due to an oversight by the Department of Health, Dentistry is included in 
the Small Independent Hospital category of the RQIA regulations. This means that Dentistry 
in Northern Ireland is over-regulated with respect to the rest of the UK. In England CQC 
hope to inspect 10% of practices each year, in Wales Health Inspectorate Wales hope to 
inspect every 3 years, and in Scotland Health Inspectorate Scotland only inspect totally 
private practices every 3 years (health service practices still remain the responsibility of the 
Board).  
 
We understand that changes to the Fees and Frequency Regulations have already been 
drafted to move inspection of Dental Practices in Northern Ireland to two years rather than 
every year, but have so far not been signed off. We also feel that the resources of the RQIA 
could probably best be used in other areas at the moment. 
 



If you feel that you cannot agree to this exemption then we feel that some kind of paper self- 
declaration may put less pressure on practices but may still satisfy the RQIA. 
 
An inspection from the RQIA disrupts a practice not just on the day of the inspection but also 
for days running up to it. Simply put, dental practices just do not need this additional 
pressure and disruption as they already struggle to provide care for their patients in this 
difficult time.  
 
Once again, we call on Department of Health to provide additional support for dental 
practices to get through this pandemic, not additional burden. In the absence of dentistry 
being represented on the Management Board, we urge you to make the necessary 
representations that bolsters the case as dentistry fights for its very survival. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Richard Graham      
Chair, Northern Ireland Dental Practice Committee 
 
Cc: Michael Donaldson, Acting CDO 
David McCann, Assistant Director Improvement, RQIA 


